Opal Moonbaby has the Mingle Manual and the Minmangulator to build her mingles
(to find out more about mingles turn to the back of this sheet!). Sadly, the Minmangulator
is too large to post so you’ll just have to use this sheet to create your own!

Pick all the favourite bits of your favourite
animals and draw how it would all combine
together into your very own mingle!
Don’t forget:
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“Then something wonderful
happened. The fluffy creature
that was lying so contentedly
in Opal Moonbaby’s arms suddenly
produced webbed wings, like a bat’s, and
flapped up into the air. It glided across
the room and landed on the windowsill.
It folded the wings against its body and
settled down for a nap in the sunshine.
“How’s that?” said Opal, looking
pleased with herself.
“Amazing!” said Robbie, his mouth
hanging open. “Magic!”
“What kind of animal is he?”
asked Martha in astonishment. She had an
encyclopaedia of animals from all over
the world, but there was nothing quite
like this in there.
“Garnet is a mingle,” announced Opal.
“He is several animals rolled into one.
All their best bits have been mingled and

merged together. He has the eyes of an owl,
the ears and tail of a lynx, the fur of a
Persian cat, the wings of a flying fox, the
nostrils of a stoat and the intelligence of a
pot-bellied pig. Quite a combination, don’t
you think?”
“But how is that possible?” asked Robbie.
“It isn’t,” said Martha. “It’s ridiculous.”
It was a wild and wonderful idea but it was
totally mad. The girl had to be making it up.
“I’m not making it up,” Opal said.
“I merged him myself. I selected all
my favourite animal elements from the
Mingle Manual, keyed them into the
Minmangulator and five minutes later
out he popped. He really is quite the cutest
and most splendid mingle I ever managed.”
She hopped up onto the windowsill next to
Garnet and stroked his head. Immediately
he began a loud rumbling purr.”

